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Abstract:
Abstract Most of the Orientalists have frequently asserted that the
Qur’┐nic text is hardly a preserved and divined discourse of God;
rather, it is composed and fabricated by the Prophet of Islam. At
the same time, many of the Western scholars bluntly described
Qur’┐nic texual developments and evolution by highlighting some
major issues like multiple readings, ‘Uthm┐nic recensions, codices
of companions, orthography arrangement of verses and s┴ras and
some transmissions apparently leading towards controversies in the
text of the Qur’┐n. However, a most significant story is of Toby
Lester under title of “What is the Qur’┐n?” which got published in
Atlantic Monthly and shortly received a huge applaude by the West
in view of proving the evolution in the Qur’┐nic textual history. In
1972 a hoard of old parchments manuscripts containing manuscripts of
the Qur’┐n was discovered in the roof space of the Great Mosque of
╗an‘┐’. For the restoration and preservation of these parchments, Q┐╔┘
Ism┐‘┘l al-Akwa‘, the President of Yemeni Antiquities Authority,
invited two German scholars. Lester’s article caused a great wave of
protests and anger against the Yamani authorities handling of the
manuscripts. In this paper, a scrutiny of this case has been made to
explore the perspective of this story and its analyses on the bases of
facts.

In 1972 a stock of old parchments manuscripts containing manuscripts of
the Qur’┐n was discovered in the loft of the Great Mosque of ╗an‘┐’. For the
restoration and preservation of these parchments, Q┐╔┘ Ism┐‘┘l al-Akwa‘, the
President of Yemeni Antiquities Authority invited two German scholars
especially Dr. Gerd- R. Puin and Hans-Christian Graf Von Bothmer,
through the German Government in early
eighties. G.R. Puin writes:
•
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The fragments were discovered in 1972 in the loft of the Great
Mosque. Subsequently the General Authority for Antiquities
and Libraries took care of them in the D┐r al-Makh═┴t┐t.
Meanwhile the many thousand pieces of parchment at this stage
have been cleaned and identified according to Mu╖╒af, Surah, and
└yah at this stage complete microfilm documentation is needed
in order to make the fragments available for study and for the
preparation of a catalog. Unfortunately, the priorities of neither
the German sponsor of the restoration project (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs) nor of the Yemeni Antiquities administration
seem to favor the idea. 1
Palimpsest of Codex ╗an‘┐’ 01-27.1, Dâr al-MakhTûTât al-Yamanîya,
Sanaa, ( Photo: Gerd Ruediger Puin; 1)2
However, Toby Lester turns Puin’s disappointment into contentment when
he reveals that his colleague of discovery has done the job. “H.C. Graf Von
Bothmer, however, in 1997 finished taking more than thirty five thousand
microfilm pictures of the fragments”3
Puin’s Determination
Determination
They worked at ╗an‘┐’ for some years in this project. It appears that besides
being experts in restoration and preservation of manuscripts they had
‘Orientalist’ motives. As Puin wrote the above said article in an orientalists
nature in which he starts with a thrilling leap on finding the variant version
of the Qur’┐n. He determines to complete the mission by his findings:
8
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The plan of Bergstrasser, Jeffery, and later Pretzl to prepare a
critical edition of the Qur’┐n was not realized, and the collection
of variant derived from real old codices failed to survive the
bombs of World War II. Many more old manuscripts are
accessible now, which would justify a new approach, nit no such
undertaking is in sight. 4
Discrepancies in the ╗an‘┐’ Manuscripts
In this article, he reveals the following peculiarities of the fragment
discovered in ╗an‘┐’:
Among the fragments of roughly nine hundred different
parchment Mushafs, about 10 percent are written in peculiar preKufic variety of script, Hij┐z┘ or Ma’il. It is this group of
manuscripts that was examined in a preliminary way in order to
prepare a questionnaire for a more comprehensive investigation.
Examples of these observations are recorded here according to
the type of deviation from the Rasm of the Egyptian standard
edition of the Qur’┐n. My observations do not claim to be either
new or unexpected.5
Afterwards, he mentions what he has been able to note the following
discrepancies in the ╗an‘┐’ fragments:
(1)
Defective Writings of Alif :
In a number of manuscripts the letter alif is written in an
incorrect way: “defective writing of the alif constitutes the most
common deviation from the Rasm of the printed standard
edition. The spiritual appearance of the following examples
presupposes an established oral tradition of correct reading, much
more than the familiar Rasm-which has the plene Alif-does:
قلو:q’al’u,قال: q’ala,قلت: :  كنواk’anu, سحر: s’ahir,  بصحبكمbis’ahibikum”6
Numbering of Ayahs is Different:
(2)
The same true for the variants in counting the verses. Even in the
most archaic manuscripts, the end of a meaningful portion of the
text is marked by dots, strikes, Alifs, or similar signs. Many of
the separators in the Yemeni manuscripts are placed in positions,
however, that are not counted as the end of a verse according to
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the Kufan counting….In general the number of separators seems
to exceed the number of verses counted, which is clear from
contradictory use of separators and markers for groups of five or
ten verses. Separators are observed even at places where the
Egyptian standard edition ahs the recitation mark ()ﺻلى7
(3)
Different Arrangement Order of Surahs:
Now, since we do have examples of different arrangement in
╗an‘┐’ —are we allowed to invert of Weleh’s argument,
concluding from their exist and that most of the Surahs were not
written down and put into approximately their final from during
Muhammad’s lifetime?__ The San’ani specimens are, however,
not only proofs for their existence, but allow for the hypothesis
that even more arrangements were in use which differed from the
official sequence as well as from those reported to go back to the
two authorities Ibn Mas’ud and Ubayy.8
Puin recognizes that these discrepancies are minor and they would not
probably lead to any sudden and significant advance in the field f Qur’┐nic
studies. However he asserts that the Qur’┐n, though it claims to be clear
(mubeen) is not so.9
Toby Lester’s Sensations about Manuscripts
Puin’s writings gave rise wide-spread and wild speculations in the
orientalists’ circles if only because these fell on ready and willing ears. One
of them was Toby Lester, who held telephonic conversations with Puin10 on
the subject and then put forth an article in the January 1999. His article is
made up of three types of materials:
•
Information about the ╗an‘┐’ and the conclusions said to have
been arrived at by Puin.
•
Assumptions of the other orientalists like, Wansbrough,
Cook, Crone, Nevo and J.A. Bellamy about the Qur’┐n.
•
Indications about what the orientalists are doing or propose
to do in the field Qur’┐nic studies.
However, we shall concentrate upon only Toby Lester’s views and
conclusions about the ╗an‘┐’ manuscripts. He looks more sensational in his
article while discussing the findings of ╗an‘┐’, than Puin. Toby Lester has
written a lengthy article on the roots of these ╗an‘┐’ findings.11
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His sensational and emotional attitude is quite noticeable in his description
of availability of 35,000 microfilms of ╗an‘┐’ manuscripts and quoting Puin’s
remarks:
This means that soon Von Bothmer, Puin, and other scholars
will finally have a chance to scrutinize the texts and to publish
their findings freely__a prospect that thrills Puin. “So many
Muslims have this belief that everything between the two covers
of the Koran is God’s unaltered word,” he says. “They like to
quote the textual work that shows that the Bible has a history
and did not fall straight out of the sky, but until now the Koran
has been out of this discussion. The only way to break through
this wall is to prove that the Koran has a history too. The San’ā’
fragments will help us to do this.””12
His article caused a great wave of protests and anger against the Yamani
authorities handling of the manuscripts which in turn led Puin and Bothmer
to fear that their relationship with the latter would be adversely affected.
Hence each of them hurried to write a letter to Q┐╔┘ Ism┐‘┘l al-Akwa‘to
clear their position. Puin defended himself as well as his colleague and
denied all claims and revelations regarding ╗an‘┐’ findings that Lester
attributes to him. He wrote:
I am sorry to learn tht following the publication of (Toby
Lester’s) article in Atlantic Monthly, people in ╗an‘┐’ were angry
with the present and former heads of the Yemeni department of
archaeology and that responsible officials were trying to cover
up the matter. The press campaign about the Qur’┐nic research
that I and my colleague Dr. Graf von Bothmer are ding at
Saarbrucken University is without any foundation.
I did not personally know the American writer of the article,
but I have talked to him a number of times on telephone. As far
as his own views about the ╗ana’┐’ Magahi are concerned, they
are of a fairly common nature and contain no dangerous finding.
Here is a part of Puin’s original letter- whch he wrote to al-Q┐╔┘
Ism┐‘┘l al-Akwa‘ shortly after Lester’s article- with its
translation.13
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The important thing, thank God, is that these Yemeni Qur’┐nic
fragments do not differ from those found in the museums and
libraries elsewhere, with the exception of details that do not
touch the Qur’┐n itself, but is rather differences in the way
words are spelled. This phenomenon is well
well-known,
known, even in the
Qur’┐n published in Cairo in which is written:
Ibrhīm (ابرھيم
 )ابرھيمnext to Ibrhm ()ابرھم
Qurān (  ))قرانnext to Qrn ()قرن
(
Sīmāhum (سيماھم
 )سيماھمnext to Sīmhum ( )سيمھمetc .
In the oldest Yemen┘ Qur’┐nic fragments, for example, the phenomenon of
not writing the vowe
vowel alif is rather common.14
G. R.Puin’s Letter
Puin’s letter to defend him is mere a twisting and turning of the words and
it does not tally with what he actually says in his article. He says, as we have
noticed that the Qur
Qur’ān, though it claims to be clear is not so, that the
alleged discrepancies show variations in the Qur’ān.
Qur n. It is therefore necessary
15
to discuss his claims and allegations briefly.

Analyses of Puin’s Allegations and Claims on ╗an‘┐’ Manuscripts
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If we ponder at Puin’s found discrepancies in ╗an‘┐’ fragments, keeping in
mind above discussion of variant readings, it becomes clear that these
statements carry no weight of evidence, clearly far-fetched and totally
untenable. It seems that the main theme runs behind his allegations is to
resume the work of his ancestors to prepare a revised version of the Qur’ān.
Let us critically evaluate his theology.

Endeavors for a Revised Version of the Qur’ān
n
In his reference to the collection of the Qur’ānic manuscripts at the
University of Munich and the efforts of the orientalists in that connection,
Puin refrains to mention a crucial fact. It is that, shortly before the outbreak
of the Second World War the authorities in charge of those manuscripts had
actually issued a statement in the basis of their study of them. In halls laid
host to over 40,000 copies of the Qur’ān spanning different centuries and
countries, mostly as photos of originals, while its staff busied themselves
with the collation of every word from every copy in relentless excavation
for variants:
Shortly before the Second World War II, a preliminary and
tentative report was published that there are of course coping
mistakes in the manuscripts of the Qur’ān, but no variants.
During the war, American bombs fell on this Institute, and all
was destroyed, director, personnel library and all but this much
is proved that there are no variants in the Qur’ān in copies
dating from the first to the present century.16
It is the matter of amusement that Puin wants to resume the work of Jeffery
to prepare a variant version whereas Jeffery himself acknowledges this fact
dejectedly, lamenting that “practically all the early codices and fragments
that have so far been carefully examined, show the same type of text, such
variants as occur being almost always explainable as scribal errors”17
Bergstrasser also reached a similar conclusion.18 Now we can ask: where does
Puin stand?
Writing of Alif
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The discrepancies in writing alif at some places to which Puin refers belongs
to this type of error or style in writing and they do not in any way affect
the integrity and correctness of the text as whole.
Different Numbering of Ayahs

Slight difference in numbering of ay’ahs with regard to some sur’ah which
Puin notices with regard to a few surahs is quite natural. Such difference in
the numbering of ayahs is acknowledged even by some classical Muslim
scholars and it does not affect the text at all. Significantly enough, while
speaking about the difference in numbering of ayahs Puin does not at all
indicate any difference in the text of the surahs.
Different Arrangement Order of S┴ras
The conclusion that the Surahs were not written down in their final from
during the lifetime of the Prophet or that a Qur’┐n with a different ordering
of the Surahs was in circulation for a long time just because two or three
sheets have been found whereon some Surahs have been written in a
different order, that is Surahs from different places of the Qur’┐n in
circulation have been put together, is hasty and untenable. It is important to
note that it has been the habit of Muslims since the very beginning to make
collection of selected Surahs in one compilation for purposes of study and
memorization, especially by students at all madrassahs. And since mosques
were invariably educational institutions it is not at all strange that such
collection of selected Surahs should be found in stock of Arabic–manuscripts
stored in a great mosque. In any case, by the very admission of Puin, this is
confined to two of three manuscript sheets only out of more than 35,000
sheets. Before hazarding such a serious conclusion Puin and his sort should
have got hold of copy of the Qur’┐n, or a considerable part of the Qur’┐n,
showing a different ordering of the Surahs than that found in the existing
Qur’┐n. Professor Mohar ‘Al┘ analyzes more comprehensively:
Even the existence of complete copy of the Qur’┐n with
different order of the Surahs does not ipso facto prove that such
a Qur’┐n prevailed among the Muslims unless it is proved that it
was accepted and acted upon by them at any given time, for is
well known that for academic and other purposes the Qur’┐n
has been published from time to time with Surahs arranged
according to the order of their revelation.19
Not only Muslims but various non-Muslims have also published their
translations of the Qur’┐n with different arrangement of surahs and they did
14
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not claim afterwards having a variant version. For example A. Rodwell
published an English translation of the Qur’┐n in 1861 rearranging the surah
according to their order of publication under caption: The Coran: Translated
from the Arabic, the Surahs arranged in chronological order.20
Similarly Richard Bell made another translation in the early thirties with
what he called a “critical rearrangement of the S┴ras.”21
We conclude the discussion with M.M Azmi’s scholarly analysis of the issue
of findings of ╗an‘┐’ manuscripts who is also an eye witness of these
fragments. He raises a question and then answers himself quite
intellectually:
Question: If any complete or partial manuscripts are uncovered at present or
in the future, claiming to be Qur’┐n but differing from what we now have in
our hands, what impact would this have on the Qurānic text?
Answer: There will never be a discovery of a Qur’┐n, fragmental or whole,
which differs from the consensus text circulating throughout the world. If it
does differ then it cannot be regarded as Qur’┐n, because one of the
foremost conditions for accepting anything as such is that it conforms to the
text used in ‘Uthm┐n’s Mu╖╒af.22
Indeed A’zam┘ has dealt with the case of Puin in a straightforwardly
manner, he says that if we suppose “for the sake of argument that the
findings are indeed true; what then is our response?” We will have to face
three questions:
What is the Qur’ān?
If any complete or partial manuscripts are uncovered at present or in the
future, claiming to be Qur’ān but differing from what we now have in our
hands, what impact would this have on the Qur’ānic text?
Finally, who is entitled to be an authority on the Qur’ān? Or in general
terms, to write about Islam and all its religious and historical facets?
Certainly anyone can write on Islam, but only a devout Muslim has the
legitimate prerogative to write on Islamic and its related subjects. Some may
consider this biased, but then who is not? Non-followers cannot claim
neutrality, for writings swerve depending on whether Islam’s tenets agree or
disagree with their personal beliefs, and so any attempts at interpretation
from Christians, Jews, atheists, or non-practicing Muslims must be
unequivocally discarded.
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I may add that if any proffered viewpoint clashes with the Prophet’s own
guidelines, either explicitly or otherwise, it becomes objectionable; in this
light even the writings of devout Muslims may be rejected if they lack merit.
This selectivity lies at the very heart of Ibn Sīrīn’s (d. 110 A.H. / 728 C.E.)
golden rule:
ان ھذا العلم دين فانظروا عمن تاخذون دينکم
This knowledge constitutes your deen (religion), so be wary of
whom you take your religion from.23
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